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'Farmer' Jacko does it again

Today our GM  and Walkies are away in Croatia, so Ilegal was able gather us all together and to 

inform the pack of the rugby scores.  Our hare, Jacko, had booked for 15 hashers at the farmers 

inn and 15 turn up, twice as many walkers as runners. The walkers were joined by newcomer 

Rachel, who had previously joined the hash a few weeks ago. 

Jacko lead the 4 other runners, Wendolene, Ballcock, Frisco and Pervey on a 5 1/2 mile run 

towards Grantez, the reservoir and returning via St Ouens Manor, on the way Frisco lost his shoe 

and Jacko slipped on some ‘very slippery steps’.

Many thanks to Pervey for photos from today’s run. 

Meanwhile the walkers, ably lead by Ilegal, walked through the lanes of St Ouen, through Greve de

Lecq woods and returned via the village, on the way there were a few abstainers, Muff Diver found 

fishing tackle shopping more acceptable for his injured knee than a longer walk, but his fungi 

identification skills were missed when the rest of the walkers entered the woods. Molehills and 

NBM found the Ken Syvret’s pathways easier on the bones than sliding down through the woods. 

The Farmers Inn provided plenty of food and ale for the pack, although the beer was at full price, 

we had been lead to believe there might be some leftovers going cheap from the beer festival, but 

unfortunately that’s next week. 

Our hash rev called up birthday boy, Molehills, 2 bike bash hares from last week, Twin Peaks and 

Fuzz, last weekends hare Double Tops and todays hare Jacko for down downs which were all seen

off well. 

A great Sunday morning. 



The pack assembles



Off to find some tackle Slip sliding away

Frisco loses a shoe (and a leg?)
Why the long face?



Walkers' Fungus Wendolene hops to it

Farmer Jacko and his pals

Down Downs


